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Abstract
The transition from lithium-ion batteries to sodium- and potassium-ion batteries will increase the power of electrochemical
current sources and the rate of their charging. On the basis of the first principles of density functional theory and ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations, the interaction of Li, Na, Mg, and K atoms with an autonomous silicene has been studied. The
adsorption energies and the Si–Me (Me = Li, Na, Mg, K) bond lengths for different locations of the adsorbed metal atoms are
calculated. The favorable adsorption site of Me on silicene nanosheet is identified and reported. In the approximation of the
generalized gradient, the band structure of the Bsilicene/Me^ systems is calculated. The metallic state of an autonomous metal-
lized silicene can arise for various cases of adsorption of an alkali metal and when the ratio between the Mg and Si atoms in the
system is 1:1. Metallization of the semiconductor does not occur when the number of adsorbedMg atoms is less than the number
of Si atoms.
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Introduction

Demand for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) is growing rapidly.
Lithium-ion power sources are used in various electronic de-
vices, including those for vehicles. However, lithium raw ma-
terials are limited and expensive. This problem is of particular
interest for stationary applications, a basic requirement of
which is low price. In this case, alternative energy-saving
devices that use widely distributed elements are needed.
Among these elements, alkali metals Na and K as well as
Mg are suitable. The content of sodium, potassium, and mag-
nesium in the Earth’s crust is 2.3, 1.5 and 1.9%, respectively,
while the content of lithium is only 0.00017%.

The creation of a cathode material for sodium-ion batteries
(SIBs) is based on the use of metal oxides and polyanionic
compounds [1, 2]. Thesematerials have provided encouraging

capacity and cyclic life. Currently, the anode part is the prob-
lematic part of SIBs. The maximum capacity of a Na/graphite
cell used as the anode is only ~ 35 mA h / g, which is an order
of magnitude lower than the capacity of the Li/graphite cell. In
this instance, it is necessary to use expanded graphite, or use a
solvent, the molecules of which are attached to graphite.
Magnesium-ion batteries (MIBs) have several advantages
over lithium-ion batteries. MIBs are more stable, due to the
fact that the magnesium melting point is higher than that of
lithium, but most importantly the energy density of
magnesium-ion battery can be five times higher than today’s
lithium-ion ones [3]. Magnesium metal does not form den-
drites and, in addition, has higher volumetric energy density
than lithiummetal. Much more abundance of magnesium than
lithium leads to reduction of raw material costs. In the process
of creating potassium-ion batteries (PIBs), the experience of
unsuccessful use of graphite in SIBs is taken into account. The
possibility of the intercalation of potassium into graphite is
immersed in KF or KF/AlF3 melts at temperatures above
700 °C. However, at room temperature, it is necessary to use
a non-graphite material, for example, carbon fibers (soft
graphite) [4].

In work [5], it was proposed to use an asymmetric interca-
lation battery with K2NiFe (CN)6 as the cathode, commercial
graphite as an anode, and an organic electrolyte comprising a
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mixed salt of lithium and potassium. The battery operates by
two reversible simultaneous intercalations. There are K+ ions
at the cathode and Li+ ions at the anode. The coordination
medium ofπ-electrons in K2NiFe(CN)6 provides the preferred
reversible intercalation of K+ ions, while the small ionic radius
creates the preferred reversible intercalation of the Li+ ion in
graphite. The battery shows a high operating voltage (~ 3.6 V)
and a long service life with a minimal power decreases even
after 5000 cycles.

Graphite anodes have a relatively low capacity due to the
limited number of ion storage sites within the hexagonal car-
bon structure [6]. The current capacity of the anode battery
can be theoretically increased by replacing the carbon anode
material by a new silicene [7–9] one. Silicene is the silicon
counterpart of graphene, i.e., of consists in a single layer of Si
atoms with a hexagonal arrangement. Silicene has attracted
extensive interest due its massless Dirac Fermion characteris-
tics [10], strong spin–orbital coupling (SOC) [11], and great
potential in electronic applications [12].

The early successful production of silicene disproves the
generally accepted view of hybridization—substantiation that
silicon atoms can form a hybridized sp2–sp3 state and crystal-
lize into a two-dimensional structure [13, 14]. The first part of
the process of intercalation of alkali metal ions in a silicon
material is the reduction of these ions to atoms at the boundary
between the anode and the electrolyte. The second one is the
diffusion of the alkali metal into the anode material.

The aim of this work is to research the interaction of Li, Na,
K, and Mg atoms with freestanding (without substrate)
silicene, in order to determine the adsorption and electronic
properties of silicene. This will be important part of an inves-
tigation of Si-based anodes.

Computer model

Our calculations were performed using the SIESTA [15, 16]
package, which implements density functional theory (DFT)
with the pseudopotential approximation and a basis set of
linear combination of atomic orbital [17, 18]. The calculations
with a nonlocal potential were carried out within the frame-
work of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [19].
To improve the computational speed, we performed geometric
optimization using the Purdue–Burke–Erzerhof procedure
(PBE) [20]. The tolerances for optimizing the geometry at full
energy were within 5.0 × 10−6 eV/atom. The maximum
Hellmann–Feynman force was within 0.01 eV ∙Å−1, the max-
imum displacement of the atom did not exceed 5.0 × 10−4 Å,
and the maximum stress was within 0.02 GPa. The geometry
of all structures was completely optimized. To calculate all the
properties, a single silicene cell consisting of eight atoms and
periodic boundary conditions (PBC) was used. The initial co-
ordinates of the four Si atoms of the unit cell were shifted to a

distance of 0.064 nm perpendicular to the surface, and the
remaining Si atoms were on the same (initial) plane. Such a
structure of the silicene sheet is close to the surface of the
silicene observed on the Ag (111) substrate [21]. In other
words, the reconstruction of the surface √3 × √3 [22] was con-
sidered. After geometry optimization, the obtained adsorption
sites were tested for thermal stability by constant-temperature
molecular dynamics, known as Nose–Hover thermostat [23].
The temperature of thermostat was chosen as 293 K. The
duration of the calculation was 2000 time steps. The time step
length was 1 fs.

The energy of adsorption of Me (lithium, sodium, magne-
sium, and potassium) atoms on the silicon surface was calcu-
lated according to the following expression:

Ead ¼ ESi þ nEMe−ESiþMeð Þ=n

where ESi +Me and ESi are the total energies of the silicon
surface with and without Me ad-atoms, respectively, EMe is
the energy of alkali metal atoms calculated with spin polari-
zation, and n is the number of adsorbed Me atoms.

In the inverse spatial expansion of the charge density, a
cutoff on the grid equal to 2720 eV was used. The Brillouin
zone (BZ) was introduced using a matrix of 10 × 10 × 1 k-
points in the Monocharst–Pack module. To carry out all cal-
culations, the method of diagonalization was applied. The
band structure was obtained in the direction of the K–Г–M–
K of the singular points of the BZ in all the systems examined.

The density of states (DOS) of a system describes the num-
ber of states per interval of energy at each energy level avail-
able to be occupied. A density distribution is an average over
the space and time domains of the various states occupied by
the system. A high DOS at a specific energy level means that
there are many states available for occupation. A DOS of zero
means that no states can be occupied at that energy level.
Charge carriers move between valence band (VB) and con-
duction band (CB) under thermal influence. In the dark and at
equilibrium, the concentration of electrons and holes is unaf-
fected by these processes. Generation, under influence of light
absorption for example, promotes electrons from the valence
band to the conduction band, resulting in a new free electron
in the CB, and a new hole in the VB. There is a certain differ-
ence between the calculated density of states of a substance
and its photoemission spectrum (PES). PES consists of two
principal components: (i) primary electrons which did not
suffer inelastic collisions, and (ii) secondary electrons (prima-
ry electrons, which lost varying amounts of energy). The pri-
mary electrons result in distinct spectral features (peaks)
mirroring (in first order approximation) DOS of the sample,
while secondary electrons have a more or less continuous
energy spectra down to zero kinetic energy, which is
superimposed to the primary electron spectrum.
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Understanding of the band structure of the new
nanomaterials is essential to have a deeper insight into their
optical and electrical properties. As a rule, the systems con-
sidered by us do not have a direct band gap (BG). Therefore,
we determine the width of the BG as Eg = min(Ec − Ev), where
Ec and Ev are the current values of the energy of the conduc-
tion and valence bands, respectively. The values of Ec and Ev

energies are considered in the K–Г–M–K direction. We as-
sume that at the Fermi level the total number of electrons in
the conduction band is equal to the total number of holes in the
valence band. It should be noted that, although DFT underes-
timates the energy gap Eg, the method used by us can give
exact values of Eg for many semiconductors [24, 25]. In ad-
dition, it was used to describe the electronic properties of
materials based on graphene, with accuracy comparable to
GW (a combination of the Green’s function G and the
screened Coulomb interaction W) [26]. To confirm the reli-
ability of this method, we performed calculations for bulk Si
as a standard, because of the lack of experimental data for
silicene. For bulk silicon, Eg = 1.034 eV, which is close to
the experimental result of 1.17 eV [27].

One of the classifications of semiconductors is on the basis
band gaps. The minimum energy gap is the difference in en-
ergy between the conduction band edge and the valence band
edge. If both the band edges are at the same k-point of the
Brillouin zone, the band gap is direct. If these differ by a finite
wave vector, the band gap is indirect. These can be determined
by optical absorption experiments. If one plots the coefficient
of optical absorption as a function of photon frequency and
notices a sudden steep rise in absorption, the frequency corre-
sponds to direct band gap energy. If, however, at first there is a
small gradual rise in a frequency range followed by a sudden
rise, the spectrum corresponds to an indirect band gap. The
frequency at which the absorption coefficient starts rising
gradually is the measure of the indirect gap. In indirect band
gap semiconductor, in addition to a photon, a phonon is also
involved in the conservation rules for the momentum and
energy.

There are many possible sites for a metal atom to occupy.
Five non-equivalent adsorption sites (Fig. 1) are investigated:
I and II—the metal ad-atom is located above the silicon atom
of the upper and lower sublattices, respectively; III—the metal
ad-atom is above the geometric center of the six-link ring;
IV—the ad-atom of the metal is above the midpoint between
two neighboring atoms; V—atom of a metal replaces one of
the silicon atoms; VI—doping of silicene with metal atoms in
the ratio 1 Me:2 Si (all Me atoms were located in positions II);
and VII—systemwith the ratio of atoms 1Me:1 Si. The use of
PBC leads to the fact that the number of ad-atoms in the model
for cases I–IV is one-quarter of all Si atoms, and for the case V,
the number of substituting atoms is one-third of Si atoms.

The number of absorption sites for metal atoms can be
increased by depositing metal atoms on the back of the

silicene sheet. Getting the largest population of metal atoms
is important to achieve the maximum charge capacity of the
battery. Therefore, in the present study, we consider the num-
ber of sites suitable for the adsorption of metal atoms, which is
twice the number of Si atoms in silicene. To study the charge
capacity of metal-ion batteries, the Hirshfeld atomic popula-
tion analysis [28] was done for additional silicene-metal sys-
tems. The Hirshfeld population analysis scheme carves the
molecular density into atomic density contributions. This
method does not require a reference to basis sets or their re-
spective locations, but is based on a different physical and
mathematical footing. The advantage of this method is that,
when the molecular deformation density converges to the true
solution, the computed net charges will necessarily converge.
This method also allows a straightforward definition for
Blocal^ moments. The charges found in the Hirshfeld method
are smaller than those from the other methods, for example, in
the conventional Mulliken and Löwdin population analyses.

The ratio of metal atoms to silicon atoms in these systems
varied from 1:8 to 18:8. We used the following systems: (i)
first one with atomic ratio 1:8 containing ad-atom of metal
above the geometric center of the six-link silicon ring, (ii)
systems with the ratio from 2:8 to 9:8 that in addition to the
ad-atom located above the center of the ring have the metal ad-
atoms in front of nodes of the lower silicene sub-lattice on
both sides of the autonomous silicene sheet, (iii) for systems
having the atomic ratio from 10:8 to 17:8, we similarly added
metal atoms to the position in front of the nodes of the higher
silicene sub-lattice, and (iv) finally, the position below the
geometric center of the six-link silicon ring were chosen for
onemore addition in the case of the systemwith ratio of metal-
silicon atoms of 18:8. All systems were geometrically
optimized.

The calculations were performed on a hybrid cluster-type
computer BURAN^ at the IMM UB RAS with a peak perfor-
mance of 216 Tflop / s and 1864 CPUs.

Fig. 1 Preferable adsorption sites are as follows: I and II—the metal ad-
atom is located above the silicon atom of the upper and lower sublattices,
respectively; III—the metal ad-atom is above the geometric center of the
six-link ring; IV—the ad-atom of themetal is above themidpoint between
two neighboring atoms; and V—the atom of a metal replaces one of the
silicon atoms
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Results and discussion

As we move down the group (Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs), the ioniza-
tion energy decreases and, consequently, the reactivity of
metals increases. So the energies of the first ionization of Li,
Na, Mg, and K are equal to 5.41, 5.16, 4.61, and 4.36 eV,
respectively. During the reaction, these metals form positive
ions and the lower the ionization energy, the easier the forma-
tion of these ions. However, the formation of a positive ion is
only one stage of a multistage process. Therefore, the choice
of a reaction type can be made by considering the whole
picture, and not one of its small parts. Nevertheless, the ioni-
zation energies of the elements are the main factors affecting
the activation energy of the reaction, i.e., minimum energy
required to initiate a reaction. The lower the activation energy,
the faster the reaction will occur.

The layer of atoms formed on the surface during physical
adsorption is bound to the surface by weak interatomic bonds,
which are to a small degree capable of balancing uncompen-
sated bonds of surface atoms. The process of physical adsorp-
tion is an isothermal, inactive process. Moreover, the Bgas^ on
the given crystalline surface is adsorbed. The easier, the higher
its boiling point is, i.е., the easier it turns into a liquid. The
boiling point decreases in the Li, Mg, Na, K series in accor-
dance with the values 1370, 1090, 890, and 770 (°C). Among
the metals considered, lithium is the most readily adsorbed,
and potassium is the most difficult to adsorb. Adsorption re-
duces surface energy. At the same time, some amount of en-
ergy is released into the environment, called the adsorption
energy. Energy (heat) of physical adsorption, as a rule, is small
and rarely exceeds several tenths of eV (about 0.4 eV).

The calculated adsorption energies of Li, Na, Mg, and K
atoms for silicene are shown in Fig. 2. The adsorption
(activation) energy of alkali metals (Li, Na, and K) decreases

with increasing atomic number of the element. It can be seen
that with insufficiently intense adsorption of the Hollow type,
which, in particular, is most likely to occur at the initial stage
of filling the surface of a silicene electrode with metal, mag-
nesium has a noticeable advantage over alkali metals.
Depending on the place of adsorption, the adsorption energy
of magnesium is closer to that of lithium, sodium, or potassi-
um. The checking for thermal stability of the seven selected
adsorption sites showed that only four cases (III, V, VI, VII)
are possible, whereas the configurations for the cases I, II, and
IV during the MD calculation are transformed to the case III
configuration. The position above the center of the hexagonal
ring (the III case) is the only possible site for the Li, Na, and
Mg ad-atoms in the case of initial adsorption in the form of I,
II, IV, or V. Adsorption energy for this position for Li and Na
equals to 2.082 eV and 1.65 eV respectively, which is suffi-
ciently close to the results (2.08 and 1.58 eV) obtained in [29,
30]. At the same time, the ab initio MD simulation showed
that the potassium atom can be adsorbed in both III and V
positions.

Due to the considerable difference in the sizes of the atoms
of the metals studied, the lengths LSi–Me of the Si–Me bonds
for the considered options of the arrangement of the Me atoms
have a regularity (Fig. 3). As can be seen from the figure, for
all the options considered, a strict relationship is observed:
LSi–K > LSi–Na > LSi–Li, while the length of the Si–Mg bond,
as well as the adsorption energy, do not have a clear pattern.
For the Na and K atoms the lowest LSi–Me is observed in the
BHollow^ position (III) while for the Li and Mg ones are
observed in the BFull^ and BHalf^ position (VII and VI), re-
spectively. The greatest value of LSi–Me was obtained when Li
or Na atoms were deposited on silicene in a ratio of two
silicene atoms to one Li (Na) atom. However, in the case of
adsorption of K atoms, the greatest value of LSi–K is detected

Fig. 2 The adsorption energy of Li, Na, Mg, and K atoms optimized
using the GGA method and ab initio MD, depending on the location of
these atoms relative to the silicene supercell

Fig. 3 The length of the Si–Me bond for Li, Na, Mg, and K atoms
optimized using the GGA method and ab initio MD, depending on the
location of these atoms relative to the silicene super cell
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when adsorption to silicene occurs in the ratio of one atom K
to one Si atom. At the same time, LSi–Mg is significantly larger
than LSi–Li only in the case of adsorption going according to
option VII. The greater remoteness of Na and, especially, K
atoms from silicene promotes their faster adsorption and also
desorption than that is the case for Li atoms. This also con-
tributes to an increase in the effective charge transfer rate in
the electrochemical source of current, and hence, to the in-
crease in the battery power.

To date, the most of the research devoted to the search for
new materials for the anode of ionic batteries has been per-
formed for electrochemical devices in which charge carriers
are lithium ions. With traditional graphite anodes, lithium ions
accumulate around the outer surface of the anode. Silicene has
a more elegant solution by enabling lithium ions to pass
through the tiny holes of the silicene sheets measuring 10–
20 nm. This promises optimal storage area and easy extrac-
tion. Once available, such a battery is estimated to store more
than ten times more energy than Li-ion featuring regular
graphite anodes. Although the electronic conductivity of the
anode material does not have a significant effect on the rate of
charging/discharging of ionic batteries, it can affect secondary
processes, leading to a decrease in the number of charge car-
riers and, consequently, to a loss of electrical capacitance.
Therefore, information on the electronic conductivity of the
anode, including when it is filled with charge carriers (ions), is
important for the choice of the anode material and the com-
position of the electrolyte. Crucial to the conduction process is
whether or not there are electrons in the conduction band. In
insulators, the electrons in the valence band are separated by a
large gap from the conduction band, in conductors like metals
the valence band overlaps the conduction band, and in semi-
conductors there is a small enough gap between the valence
and conduction bands that thermal or other excitations can
bridge the gap. With such a small gap, the presence of a small
percentage of a doping material can increase conductivity
dramatically.

The freestanding (autonomous) silicene has the band gap
width of a zero or close to it and a linear dispersion at the point
K [31, 32]. Since the effective spin–orbit interaction is quite
significant in silicene compared to graphene, buckling in
silicene opens a gap of 1.55 meVat the Dirac point. This band
gap can be further tailored by applying in plane stress, an
external electric field, and chemical functionalization and de-
fects. Lithium adsorption by silicene can significantly change
its electronic properties up to the transition from the metallic
state to the narrow-band semiconductor with an increase in the
number of Li atoms to reach a concentration satisfying the
ratio 1 Li:1 Si (Fig. 6a). This is due to the complete compen-
sation of unsaturated bonds in silicene by lithium.
Calculations show that silicene with adsorbed Na or K in the
cases considered by us should exhibit the properties of a con-
ductor (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7). While Mg atom adsorption only in

one of the cases creates to conductor properties (Fig. 6) and
conductor properties (Fig. 6), in the other two options the
adsorption of magnesium on silicene leads to an increase of
width of the band gap (Figs. 4, 5). In cases III, VI magnesium
systems have indirect band gaps equal to 0.767 eV and
0.547 eV, respectively. On the other hand, Li systems have
conductor properties in cases III and VI (Figs. 4, 5) and semi-
conductor ones in case VII with width of the direct band gap
equal to 0.388 eV (Fig. 6).

The adsorption energy for metal atoms on silicene with the
different ratio of the number of metal ad-atoms to silicon
atoms is shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen from Fig. 8, at the
ratio of 1 Me:8 Si atoms, the adsorption energy of each of the
metals under consideration is lower than at the ratio of 2 Me:8
Si. However, a further increase in the number of adsorbed
atoms Me usually leads, not to an increase in the specific
adsorption energy, but to its decrease. When Mg, Na, and Li
are adsorbed, the decrease in Ead ceases at NMe/NSi = 11/8, 13/
8, and 15/8, respectively. In the case of adsorption of K, how-
ever, the energy Ead as a whole continues to decrease until
NMe/NSi = 18/8. Moreover, a decrease in the energy Ead with
an increase in NMe/NSi during adsorption of K occurs faster
than a decrease in the energy upon adsorption of other metals.
This is mainly due to the large size of the K atom compared to
the size of the atoms of other metals in question. Because of
the large size, the deposited atoms of K are removed from the
surface of the silicene farther than the atoms of the other
metals. Their interaction with the surface is also weaker. In
this case, the dependence on the number of adsorbed atoms
becomes stronger. An energetic regularity is retained for the
alkali metals—an element with a large atomic number has a
lower adsorption energy for any ratio of NMe to NSi.

Figure 9 shows the specific charge transfer frommetal ions
to silicon atoms, depending on the number of metal ions
adsorbed on the surface of the silicene. From the results pre-
sented in the Fig. 9, it can be seen from the Fig. 9 that the
specific charge carried by a single adsorbedmetal ion in all the
cases considered is less than the corresponding value observed
when two ions are adsorbed. However, with a further increase
in the number of adsorbed ions from 2 to 14, the transferred
specific charge of an alkali metal is reduced, and when the
number of precipitating ions is greater than 14, the specific
charge does not change much. Besides, the value of the spe-
cific charge for Li+, Na+, and K+ is close when 18 ions are
adsorbed. For the Mg2+ ions, this value is almost doubled. We
notice that there is regularity in the distribution of the specific
charge of alkali metal ions—the more massive the ion, the less
charge it transfers to silicon atoms. The charge/NMe(NMe)
function for Mg2+ has a steeper descending behavior for
NMe < 9 and slightly changes for NMe > 11. The local maxi-
mum of this function appears for NMe = 10.

Silicene possesses predicted electron transport properties
similar to graphene, as well as the advantage of compatibility
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with existing silicon-based technology. The change in the
band structure of silicene, when sodium is adsorbed in the
ratio 1 Na:1 Si does not fundamentally change the already

high electrical conductivity of this material. This also does
not affect its ability to be used as the anode material of the
SIB. Additionally, the inversion symmetry breaking imparted

Fig. 4 Density of states (DOS)
and energy bond structure of
silicene with the ad-atom of metal
(Li, Na, Mg and K) located above
the geometric center of the six-
link ring, obtained with the help
of GGA, where a –Li, b – Na, c –
K, d – Mg. The Fermi energy is
set to zero

Fig. 5 Density of states (DOS)
and energy bond structure of the
Bsilicene/Me^ system with the
ratio of atoms 1 Me:2 Si, obtained
with the help of GGA, where a,
Li; b, Na; c, K, and d, Mg. The
Fermi energy is set to zero
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by the buckled lattice structure may be taken advantage of
through the application of an external electrical field perpen-
dicular to the plane for fine control for the width of the band
gap [33].

There is a ratio of 1:0.54:0.29 between the concentra-
tions of free electrons in Li, Na, K metals, and for Fermi
energies it is of 1:0.65:0.44 and for relative electro-
negativities it is 1:0.9:0.8. The difference of these proper-
ties between the Li, Na, and K atoms, along with the dif-
ference in the atomic dimensions, leads to their differenti-
ated effects on the band structure when adsorbing alkali
metal atoms on silicene. It is known that the surfaces of

semiconductors are the subject to reconstruction, which can
be dramatically altered by the presence of the adsorbed
metal atoms [34]. With appropriate doping, the Fermi level
can be shifted to the BG, as a result of which, in some
cases, the state of the degenerate gas in the conduction
band or in the valence band is reached. In semiconductors,
especially with a wide BG, the Fermi energy can be easily
shifted by several eV. The Fermi level can be free or fixed

Fig. 8 Adsorption energy of Me (Li, Na, Mg, K) atoms, where NMe is
quantity of metallic atoms, NSi is quantity of silicon atoms (always equal
to eight)

Fig. 7 Energy bond structure and density of states obtained with the help
of GGA for the silicene when 1 Si atom is replaced by a K atom

Fig. 6 Density of states (DOS)
and energy bond structure of the
Bsilicene/Me^ system with the
ratio of atoms 1 Me:1 Si, obtained
with the help of GGA, where a,
Li; b, Na; c, K, and d, Mg. The
Fermi energy is set to zero
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surface states, which entails the transfer of charge to the
surface or, conversely, from the surface. By properly ma-
nipulating ad-atoms by changing their location or charge,
the average electric field inside the silicene can be changed
[35, 36]. A special case of an explicit overlap of the va-
lence band with the conduction band was observed as a
result of the adsorption of Na atoms on silicene in a 1:1
ratio. A set of closely contiguous states is formed in this
case, exceeding the number of electrons contained in them,
i.e., the Bsilicene/Na^ system acquires metallic properties.
The position of the Fermi level is associated with the en-
ergy of adsorption of various atoms or ions. The change in
the Fermi level due to the doping creates great difficulties
in deciphering the band structure of the semiconductor.

The energy of adsorption of magnesium atoms on the
silicene is close to that of sodium. However, the transfer of
a charge from magnesium atoms to silicon atoms is much
higher than this value for sodium or lithium, including in
the region of abundant metal adsorption (~ 2 Me:1 Si),
where carried charge doubles. This fact underscores the
prospect of using magnesium-ion batteries. Typical Li-ion
cathode materials are not compatible with Mg-ion due to its
sluggish kinetics of insertion/desertion of magnesium ions
in the cathode materials. In connection with this, to date, it
has not been possible to achieve acceptable performance of
the Mg-ion batteries.

Conclusions

Battery chemistry based on earth-abundant elements has
great potential for the development of cost-effective,

large-scale energy storage systems. Our investigation
showed promising features that could give a new future
to silicon in the electronics industry, thus opening a prom-
ising route toward wide-range applications including the
use of silicene in the material of the anode of ionic batte-
ries. Due to the natural abundance and low cost compared
with lithium, the sodium-, magnesium-, and potassium-ion
batteries show great potential to be used in grid storage,
where a fast charge/discharge rate and long cycling life are
required. Graphite has a very low capacity when used as a
Na-ion battery anode. Electrochemical insertion of Na into
graphite is significantly hindered by the insufficient inter-
layer spacing. Expanded graphite has an enlarged interlayer
lattice distance and retains an analogous long-range-ordered
layered structure. The Na-ion can be reversibly inserted into
and extracted from expanded graphite. Na-ion batteries are
promising candidates to replace Li-ion batteries in large-
scale applications. The calculated Na capacity for freestand-
ing silicene is highly competitive and exceeds the corre-
sponding value of expanded graphite by factor 3.3. Soft
graphite is able to store K+ and deliver a relatively large
capacity. PIB could be a better choice in terms of energy
density. Exploring stable and reversible anodes beyond a
conventional category is of great interest. However, there
are significant difficulties due to the lack of a necessary
candidate with high potassium storage capability and ex-
traordinary stability, as well as the sluggish kinetics of K+

intercalating into the electrode host material. Suitable elec-
trode materials must have thermodynamic or kinetic priority
for intercalation of a targeted cation as well as excellent
cycling stability. The thermodynamic priority mainly de-
pends on the reaction energy and chemical potential for
cation storage in the electrode materials, which is correlated
with the kind of redox couples for transition metals and the
cation coordination environments. The kinetic priority is
mainly determined by an ability of the cation diffusion, as
well as efficiency of the reversible phase transition leading
to the formation and destruction of intermediate phases.
Our calculations show that silicene is a suitable material
for the anode, not only LIB, but also SIB, MIB, and PIB.
The next task is to choose the most suitable substrate for
the use of silicene in electrochemical energy storage de-
vices. First-principle modeling is a powerful tool for battery
research as it can accurately study the structural and elec-
tronic properties of electrode and electrolyte materials as
well as the interactions between different materials. It can
be used for fast screening of materials with desired proper-
ties to speed up the search for useful materials to make
Mg-ion batteries a reality sooner.
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Fig. 9 The charge distributed from metallic ions to the silicon atoms is
counted by Hirshfeld atomic population analysis divided by the number
of metal atoms, where Me is Li+, Na+, Mg2+, K+, and NMe is a quantity of
metallic ions and BCharge^ is the elementary charge distributed on silicon
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